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GEO-BLOCKING PROPOSAL - FIRST ASSESSMENT1

Bob Schmitz – Union Luxembourgeoise des Consommateurs

1. Geo-blocking and smaller markets

Luxembourg remains the ‘ laboratory ’ for B2C cross-border trade and is well placed
to plead the case of smaller markets in the EU which are mostly not targeted by
traders (e.g. no own national online platforms). As a small country open to its
neighbours, our consumers are eager to buy online from other Member States
(88% of all internet sales2) and remain often frustrated due to various geo-blocking
measures (32% of online complaints as n°1 issue). Complaint statistics may be
lower elsewhere (3% EU average3) partly because frustrated consumers just give up
the ordering process on foreign websites mostly unaware of their rights. Negative
perceptions about the Single Market’s false promises shared with relatives, friends,
colleagues,… fuel the widespread euro-scepticism.

The following is a symptomatic case : A Luxembourg consumer wished to buy two
jeans and one T-shirt on the Belgian Levi’s online shop as there exists no
Luxembourg website. Impossible though to register ‘Luxembourg’ as delivery
address as the country of destination is pre-stamped. On request, the consumer
received from the Levi’s Online Shop Team (based in Dortmund, Germany) the
response that « Unfortunately we do not ship to Luxembourg… ».

When checking then the German website, the consumer discovered that the same
jean cost 48,90 € on the German and 58,90 € on the Belgian website. She placed,
therefore, an order on the German website and was confident to get the goods as
she was prepared to pick them up in Germany via a Luxembourg intermediary
named PackUp Import. Alas, once more she encountered a refusal, this time
because she did not pay via Paypal.

This case illustrates perfectly that
(a) E-commerce shops often only supply to consumers in the country for which they
offer a national website (cf. APPLE). Consumers in smaller countries/ markets are
therefore at a particular disadvantage. Additionally, if their orders are accepted, the
contracts are normally governed by the laws in place in the Member State of
establishment of the supplier as our consumers act as ‘active’ consumers, not as
‘passive’ (targeted) consumers. Fragmentation of basic consumer rights and
obligations is, therefore, a particular risk for them.

(b) Refusals for logistics reasons are frequent. It is hard for consumers to believe in
the Single Market when they are told that they have to pick up the goods in the
country of origin of the seller or use intermediaries. For Luxembourg, at least two
such service providers exist. Apart from supplementary costs for this transport
service, liability risks arise because the passing of the risk to the consumer occurs
before the goods actually reach him/her. Exercising rights of return and after-sales
services may also be more difficult or costly.

1 Personal View2 See Regards février 2016 sur la pratique du commerce électronique par les particuliers par
STATEC (Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques)3 STATEC
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(c) Refusals to supply because the consumer does not use payment means of the
supplier’s country ( i.e. credit cards from the consumer’s home country) or, as in
the Levi’s case, a specific payment means imposed by the website, are common.

2. Remedies proposed by the Commission

(a) Contract Freedom for Traders : Contrary to widespread claims, the proposal does
not interfere in the basic contract freedom by not imposing an « obligation for the
trader to engage in commercial transactions with customers » and not « precluding
traders from directing their activities at different Member States or certain groups of
customers with targeted offers and differing terms and conditions, including through
the setting-up of country-specific online interfaces ». Traders are not hampered,
therefore, e.g. as to their pricing freedom, choice of payment methods or delivery
policy inside and outside their country of establishment.

(b) Access to online interfaces : Traders shall not block or limit customers’ access to
their online interface (i), shall not redirect customers unless the customer gives his
or her prior explicit consent (ii) and in any event the original version of the online
face shall remain easily accessible (iii). This provision meets in particular strong
objections from business. Concerning (i), it should guarantee transparency and
allow consumers to find out in the site’s product information, general terms &
conditions and/or Q&A whether the goods and services are delivered to his/her
country of residence. If access is blocked from the start, the consumer knows
immediately that he/she cannot buy on that website but he/she will not be able to
find out why nor learn about the products (e.g. prices) on that site. Concerning (ii),
redirection is of practical help as the consumer is immediately put in contact with
the site which will accept the order. The consumer should though be given the
technical possibility to express his/her wish to buy on the first site under the same
conditions than nationals targeted by that site ( cf. Art. 4.1.a). Concerning (iii), it
should allow easy product comparisons, especially prices, between the sites
concerned. Is there a need to impose new technical devices for this or is it enough
that the consumer has access to the sites to compare if he/she wishes ?

(c) Access to goods and services for active (non targeted) consumers :

Art.4.1(a) of the proposal takes up the problem often encountered by Luxembourg
consumers when online shops in neighbouring countries such as France and
Germany accept only to deliver the goods to a place closest to the borders with
Luxembourg. Our consumers must pick up the goods themselves or with the help of
service providers. This right to equal treatment with the nationals should be a
minimum within the Single Market with the parcel delivery initiative hopefully
facilitating cross-border delivery by SMEs.

Art.4.1(b) is of particular importance for tourism (hotel offers, car rentals,..)
and cultural events in other countries, especially for prior online bookings.
A practical case : an Italian hotel may still promote special deals, for instance, for
Bavarian consumers during school holidays in that Land. If other German
consumers or from Austria and Luxembourg (all fluent in German language
advertisements) click on this promotional offer, the hotel must accept these without
discrimination unless the promotional quota of rooms is finished. What counts for
the hotel is the fullest possible occupation. The proposal will not unduly force it to
sell numbers of rooms at conditions which it does not wish to offer, especially as it
can turn down any bulk purchases by professional intermediaries.
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(d) Payment means as a purchase obstacle : « Under Union law, traders are in
principle free to decide which means of payment they wish to accept, including
payment brands. However, once this choice has been made, there are no reasons for
traders to discriminate customers within the Union… » ( recital 24). Consequently,
terms & conditions which require, for instance, that the credit card is issued in the
trader’s country, not in the one of the consumer, become illegal under the
forthcoming Regulation. The Levi’s Paypal case encountered by our Luxembourg
member will continue to be an impediment unless the consumer has a Paypal
account. As an increasing number of e-payment systems start competing including
« Pay with Amazon » or Apple Pay, the free choice of the payment means by the
trader is likely to still segment markets. Some national laws such as § 312a BGB
(Germany) void as an unfair term an agreement obliging the consumer to pay a
commission for a given payment means, if the consumer is not offered a usual cost-
free payment means ( « …wenn für den Verbraucher keine gängige und zumutbare
unentgeltliche Zahlungsmöglichkeit besteht… »).

(e) Passive sales under competition law : Vertical distribution agreements
preventing traders (retailers) from accepting orders by active customers resident in
another Member State than the one allocated to the trader by the agreement, shall
be automatically void (Art.6). This prohibition is in line with long-established
competition law (cf. car sales in the early eigthies, ECJ FORD case etc). But it will
mostly be impossible for customers to prove that the refusal to sell was due to such
contract clauses. Example : the Luxembourg Consumer Union wished to buy a tent
produced in Italy from a French e-commerce website. It prompted an online chat in
which my colleague was told ‘we are not allowed to sell to you’ ( this prima facie
evidence disappeared once the access to the site was closed), please refer to the
website of the general importer for Benelux based in the Netherlands. He referred
back our organisation to a seller in Luxembourg. Conclusion : business as in the
good old days prior to cross-border e-commerce opportunities.

(f) E-books and audio-visual services : Sales of books fall under the proposal but
traders may apply « different prices to customers in certain territories in so far as they
are required to do so under the laws of Member States in accordance with Union
law » (Art.4.3). To what extent will this exception continue to impede cross-border
purchases of e-books, for instance, via Amazon ? As for audio-visual services
including sports events provided on the basis of exclusive territorial licences, they
are excluded. Major public expectations to overcome digital barriers within the
Single Market will, therefore, not be met by this Regulation.
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